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City Semester: The Bronx Experience The Ethical Culture Fieldston School



A Sampling of Field Projects in the Bronx and the City Bronx River Trek Connecting the natural and manmade communities along the Bronx’s defining waterway with a culminating canoe, advocacy and environmental arts expedition



Hunts Point: Land to Mouth Following our food from its source in the region and world, through Hunts Point Market to your plate at Fieldston, and beyond...



Dim Sum A-Go-Go Exploring the languages and cuisines of Flushing’s Chinatown through interviews, foreign language work and student-led tours



Fieldston in The Bronx Investigating how our campus grows out of New York City and The Bronx. How do geology, social geography, urban congestion, the Hudson River School, progressive reform and local politics create Fieldston?



East Harlem Mapping Mapping the community through local literature, interviews, oral histories, architectural research, cognitive mapping and placebook journaling



Who Killed the South Bronx? The Cross-Bronx Expressway On Trial Assigning responsibility for the collapse of the “South Bronx”- Was it Robert Moses? Co-op City? White flight? Historical racism? The Crack epidemic? De-Industrialization?



Midnight Run



Re-designing the Grand Concourse through an investigation of geography, literature, social history and contemporary culture



Brooklyn Bridge: Fact and Symbol



Riding the new bike lane system designed by the NYC DoT. After a tour and discussion with policymakers we will bike all five boroughs. Then we will propose a new extension



Analyzing the construction of the Brooklyn Bridge, as a physical object, cultural artifact and literary inspiration. We will unpack both the physics and poetry of the bridge



Sustainable New York Tracing how we have dealt with our waste over history, and how we do today. How do we define “sustainability”? Is NYC more or less sustainable than other cities? Staten Island reveals how we both dump and recycle that waste



Re-Writing the Grand Concourse



Coney Island- Amusing the Million and Cyclone Physics Island in the Stream Joining the Harbor School to explore New York Harbor’s first and latest frontier- Governor’s Island



Riding the Cyclone and walking the famed boardwalk to investigate the origins of American leisure and consumer culture, while understanding how the country’s oldest roller coaster works



Knickerbocker New York Walking the streets of Lower Manhattan to tell the story of settlement in New Amsterdam and the origins of New York’s diverse population, commercial culture and tall buildings. What is “New York literature? What is New York culture? How does geology and ecology shape New York’s origins and development?



From the teachers We all work, live and play in and around New York, and we spend a good part of every day in the Bronx. But what do we really know about our neighborhood, or borough, our city? We invite you to dive deeply into this exciting place with us, combining your studies with an experience of New York’s people, history, culture, landscape, ecology, literature, arts, architecture and languages. This is a fascinating place, full of adventures and challenges, and City Semester-The Bronx Experience seeks to explore the city through rigorous scholarship connected to deep immersion in the lived life of the city. If you seek a semester of living what your are learning, exploring connections, and pushing your limits with a group of serious, open-minded and enthusiastic partners, the City Semester is for you. City Semester at Fieldston is a time and place to take some intellectual and personal risksto move beyond the boundaries of academic disciplines, social groups and the walls of the school, to try out new ideas and to find new opportunities- all in a safe and supportive community. Each day will include challenging academics, unexpected adventures and unique opportunities to develop leadership skills, all organized around solving specific problems, contemporary and historical, in the city. You will be with 20-30 other Fieldston students from Forms V and VI, and 10 teachers from across the high school departments. Each week we will combine academic classwork with at least two days of hands-on fieldwork, organized around specific questions and themes, such as “Is New York Sustainable?” “Diversity and Mobility,” “Art in a Global City,” “The Contested City-Who Runs New York?” Collectively, we will learn about Fieldston, the Bronx, the city and the world and our place in shaping, and being shaped by, our environment. Individually, you will be able to find and pursue new passions, develop new skills and make new connections, both intellectual and personal, that we hope will last a lifetime.



Program Description and Vision City Semester: The Bronx Experience is a semester program that integrates history, English, science, ethics, language, civic leadership and the arts around the study of New York City- through the lens of the Bronx. Like other semester programs, City Semester offers a chance to step outside your everyday routine, have an adventure, challenge your assumptions and grow in new ways. At the same time, City Semester is rooted in your school, Fieldston, your neighborhood, and your city. It is not residential, so you will be able to bring your discoveries back to your “normal” life in powerful ways, both during the program and after. The program happens during the spring semester and the 20-30 students come from the junior and senior class.



We spend at least two days a week outside of the classroom doing research, exploring neighborhoods, interviewing residents, working with community groups, presenting in the field and speaking to policymakers. The academic work is rigorous and challenging, with teachers teaching in their own disciplines while also working across boundaries to reveal connections that might be unavailable in a more traditional classroom setting. The work is project-based, organized around both individual and group assignments that draw from multiple subjects and from the world beyond the classroom. The goal is to connect your learning to the world by studying the city.



“The vision of City Semester is to challenge students with a rigorous curriculum that connects student-centered, interdisciplinary, place-based scholarship to leadership, personal growth and engagement in the communal life of the city and the world” The City Semester is organized around three core principles: Interdisciplinary Study: • connecting disciplines while respecting the integrity and depth of each • deepening the student experience by engaging important, relevant and meaningful questions that more closely reflect lived experience Experiential Learning: • immersing students in the landscape, culture and people of the city • collaborating in team based learning, modeling cooperation and citizenship to build community Civic Leadership: • partnering with communities, organizations and individuals in place-based learning and doing, combining scholarship and activism to address policy challenges in a global city • inspiring students to apply their knowledge and skills as responsible citizens and leaders • engaging students simultaneously on a scholarly, personal, ethical and civic level and encouraging them to listen carefully, speak thoughtfully and act deliberately



Monday 8:30-9:30



Morning Coffee



Tuesday Morning Coffee (4am-8am: Hunts Point/ Fulton Fish Market Expedition- Make breakfast with Hunts Point food



9:30-10:30



10:30-11:30



11:30-12:30



SoC Bronx River Historical Mapping Project



CC Language work- Skills work and Santeria and local religion



All



WC Finish House of Mirth



Intro to Bronx River Social History and Community groupsBronx River Alliance, BR Art Center, Phipps, The Point



LUNCH 12:30-1:30



with Bronx Community Activists



Begin Junot Diaz, Drown Odyssey project/ Placebook excercise Oral history tutorial



Math A: Alg & Trig Math B: Intro Calc



Wednesday



1:30-2:30



2:30-3:30



NC/SC Prep for Hunts Point: sustainability, local agriculture, slow food movements.



Morning Coffee



Math C: AB Calc Math D: BC Calc



SC Adam Weinstein CEO of Phipps on Affordable Housing provision and models for leadership in the city



Bronx River Trek



Morning Coffee



Affordable housing bus tour of Bronx Amalgamated, Lambert Houses, Honeywell, Casa Felicidad, Via Verde (SoC and SC) With stop to meet with Social Service Director Sasha Lewis and resident Paul Foley at Honeywell ( (SC and WC interviews) End at Mott Haven project (WC assignment)



Discussion with FLIK and kitchen staff on sustainable food prep/ consumption at Fieldston



Math C: AB Calc Math D: BC Calc



Math A: Alg & Trig Math B: Intro Calc



9am: Meet Damian at Gun Hill Road and Bronx River Park 10am: Olinville/ Williamsbridge Hotel Gorbets (McNamara) Civil War Statue, Baumgarten’s Gobelin Tapestry Works (SoC)



Arts Friday TheaterCommunity theater project



Photo- Photojournalism project



Music-



11am: First Portage at Snuff Mill. Leaf Pack (NC)



Continue improv project



12noon: Second Portage (Lunch on the River)- meet with Santeria guests (CC)



Landscape project



1pm: Third Portage at West Farms Rapids/ River Park (Lambert)- water testing (NC) placebooking (WC)



DrawingNY Art SceneGallery response



FilmA Bronx Tale project



LUNCH



Math project



LUNCH NC Prep for leaf packs and water study



Friday



Math A: Alg & Trig Math B: Intro Calc



Language work Oral History project (CC) Math A: Alg & Trig Math B: Intro Calc



Thursday



Math C: AB Calc Math D: BC Calc



Lambert Houses: Miss Nessie interview, oral histories of residents, walk to Revolutionary War sites, church and cemetery, Junot Diaz project (SoC/ WC/ CC)



CC Debrief on Santeria Project Editing of interviews



3pm: Pull out canoes at Drew Gardens- Placebooking (WC) Debrief



Legend: SoC=History; NC=Science; CC=Language; WC=English; SC=Activism/Leadership



The Academic Program The program is organized around a core of four connected academic courses: Settlement of the City (SoC) which covers the history of New York and the Bronx; Nature and the City (NC) which uses geology, ecology and natural science to explore the city landscape, flora and fauna; Writing the City (WC) focusing on urban literature and writing as a means of observing, analyzing and representing the city; Culture of the City (CC) which combines a rigorous, skills based foreign language curriculum (Spanish, French, Chinese) with an exploration of immigrant cultures in the city. The academic core connects directly to Serving the City/Shaping the City (SC)- a leadership, activism and advocacy course that draws upon and collaborates with community organizations in



the Bronx to link your scholarship to work on specific projects in Bronx neighborhoods and on policy advocacy at the city, state and national level; and to the Art in the City (AC) courses, which seek to deepen your skills within your choice of theater, photography, music, drawing or film, while applying those skills to observation and communication in your core academic study of the city. AC courses will also collaborate with performance and art groups in the city. These courses will meet both separately and in combination, depending on the week, and will all converge in the fieldwork projects that take place at least once a week beyond the school walls.



Sample Week The sample week, on the opposite page, shows one week drawn from the third unit, A River Runs Through It: Community, Borough, Neighborhood and Landscape. The unit is 3 weeks long and uses the Bronx River as an anchor for an analysis of neighborhood development and landscape. Each unit will have several smaller fieldwork projects and one culminating field study. Four mornings a week begin with “Morning Coffee,” a time for student announcements, group discussions and meetings. The week you see happens to have the better part of two days in the field (including a bus tour of affordable housing in which we will speak to residents and social service providers, hear about both the history and current practice of affordable housing from the CEO of Phipps Houses, and do oral histories of the residents) and also the culminating field study project, the Bronx River Trek, for which we will have prepared, off-and-on, for the previous three weeks. The goal of this project, and the unit as a whole, is to study the origins of human settlement in the Bronx and to use the River as a means of exploring the relationship between the built and natural landscape. Other weeks will have more class time, with the average balance per week being 3 ! days on campus and 1 ! days in the field. Other units include: Unit 1- Sustainable City: Origins, Infrastructure and Growth in the Capital of Commerce; Unit 2- Immigrant Metropolis: Migration, Mobility and Opportunity; Unit 4- Contested City: Power And Conflict in the People’s City; and Conclusion- Consumer City: Coney Island and the Invention of



Leisure Culture.



Courses Settlement of the City (SoC) How does human settlement change the landscape, establish opportunities and constrain/inspire the present? Stretching from Native American settlement to the present, the course explores political, social and cultural history to track New York’s growth from a colonial outpost to a cosmopolitan center of world trade and culture. How do you read a city as a text? What do grid plans, Beaux-Arts facades, meandering park paths, storefront signs and Gothic spires tell us about the aspirations, intentions and experiences of New York’s leaders, entrepreneurs and citizens? This course cultivates the skills to read history in the built and natural environments. Students will do historical research and writing, prepare historic walking tours and analyze city institutions and neighborhoods. Field work: student designed historic and architectural walking tours, archival and field research, building analyses



Nature and the City (NC) How is New York City a “natural system”? Is it “sustainable?” Beginning with pre-historic geology this course explores the human, plant and animal systems of the city as one ecosystem- connecting “human nature” to the geology, flora, fauna and water ecology of region. Sustainability, broadly defined, is the core theme of the course, with a focus on how New York’s landscape has evolved in concert with human settlement, and how that growth can continue given the challenges of climate change, population growth and the pursuit of environmental equity. Students study aspects of systems theory, ecology, biology, physics and chemistry at the intensive level, with a focus on using the city as a basis for research and using the resources of the city (research facilities, city parks and the natural environment) as a laboratory for research and learning. Field work: studying the urban environment, lab work in concert with other city educational institutions



Writing the City (WC) How is our experience of New York, the city’s image and self-image, shaped by literature about the city? What is “New York literature?” How is our own identity shaped by our immersion in, and experience of, the city? Using novels, short stories, poems, popular song, journalism, journaling and essays, the course investigates the connection between city writing, identity and the experience of city. A central skill is the creation and development of the place book/ sensory journal as a core learning/recording tool. Field work: placebook exercises, journaling, literary walking tours, writing in the city, readings with authors



Cultures of the City- Language (CC) Is NYC really a melting pot? The courses explore ethnic communities and the diffusion of culture in the “mosaic” that is New York, connecting settlement, language and NYC’s multicultural heritage. All courses cover the skills of writing, reading, listening and speaking in a “foreign” language and will serve students at different levels of mastery. Spanish will focus on Latino New York, investigating the language, music, food, religion and lifestyles in the city’s Latino neighborhoods. French focuses on Haitian communities in Harlem and the Bronx; Chinese, the cuisine and culture of Flushing. Field work: studying Spanish Harlem, “Loisaida”- the Latino Lower East Side, Haitian Harlem and Flushing’s Chinatown



Serving the City/ Shaping the City (SC)What can individuals do to help the residents of the city? How do citizens contribute to policies designed to help inner city students, the underprivileged, the homeless? How can architecture, development, planning and policy address the challenges facing New York City? The course explores today’s pressing policy challenges in such areas as affordable housing, sustainability, welfare, development, gentrification, community organizing and zoning. Class work in this course investigates different public and private strategies for addressing social and environmental challenges, but the emphasis is placed on field work, leadership and building authentic partnerships and collaborating with community organizers, neighborhood residents and activists. Service learning activities are rooted in a thoughtful process of preparation, action and reflection Field work: activism and leadership opportunities with community advocacy groups, community design/build “charrettes” and building projects , on-site investigation of proposed developments, visits to (and engagement with) policymakers and experts MathStudents continue in the math class/level from their fall semester. The teachers integrate place-based materials when possible and work with the core City Semester teachers to bring challenges from the rest of the curriculum into math class. Population growth, demographics, rates of change, carbon footprint calculations, the design of bridges all require the use of statistics, trigonometry, geometry and calculus. We also have periodic visits from the math teachers in other core classes to engage in project-based math work.



Arts in the City (AC) Art is a primary lens through which we experience the city and share our discoveries. It is also an end in itself, requiring dedicated time and energy. Art courses occur every Friday, and art is integral to all fieldwork and coursework. You will choose one of the art electives on the basis of interest and experience. Photography and Music require previous experience, while Theater, Drawing, Film and The New York Art Scene are open to all. Theater How can performance help us to experience the city? How can we draw upon the city for inspiration and investigate the city through performance? If all the world’s a stage, then New York is among the longest running hit performances. The course will develop from intensive theater skills work to individual and group performances to collaborations with theater companies in the city. No previous theatrical experience required. Field work: Interaction with performance groups in the city, street theater Music How do Jazz and Hip-Hop grow out of the urban landscape and shape urban culture? How does music manifest the energy of the city? Musicians already in Concert Jazz and Improvisation 3 can continue in their classes. Others will study various musical traditions in the city, including Jazz, Folk Rock and Hip-Hop. Field work: Interaction with musical groups in the city, street performance New York in Film How has New York shaped filmmaking? How is New York depicted in film? Using works ranging from Woody Allen’s Manhattan to Martin Scorcese’s Taxi Driver to Sophia Coppola’s New York Stories and Peter Sollet’s Raising Victor Vargas, the course will connect with professional filmmakers to unpack New York in film. Students will produce their own short films based on their research. Field work: Filming in the city, interaction with local filmmakers



Photography (Previous experience required) How does photography frame our view of the city? How can photography change the city? For students who already have basic facility with photographic and printing techniques, the class will refine your skills while introducing you to photojournalism. Field work: personal and neighborhood photo-biography, photojournalism, documenting fieldwork Drawing How do we learn to look and see through drawing? The course will build observational and technical skills through drawing in the landscape and in the studio. No previous drawing experience required. Field work: sensory journaling, site sketching and portraiture The New York Art Scene: Sculpture What is new and immediate in the current New York art scene? How does New York shape contemporary art and bring the art of disparate cultures, classes and places together? This course will connect gallery expeditions with sculpture and mixed-media constructions in the classroom. Field work: Gallery visits, discussions with contemporary artists, collecting found materials for art, installing art in the city



Type to enter text



Frequently Asked Questions



Can I continue playing a team sport? Will I get PE credit? Yes, the City Semester day will end at the same time as the regular Fieldston schedule. You will be able to make all practices and accommodations will be made on game days. And there will be opportunities within the program (walking, biking, canoeing) and after school (PM fitness, yoga) to fulfill PE credit as well. Can I continue doing theater and perform in the spring musical or Studio Theater Series? Yes, the City Semester day will end at the same time as the regular Fieldston schedule. You will able to make all rehearsals and accommodations will be made during tech week. There is also a theater course within the program. How will City Semester affect my art major? My music classes? The City Semester arts faculty are drawn from the Fieldston performing and visual arts departments. Each week includes three hours of studio time and the arts are an integral part of the rest of the curriculum. If you are in Jazz class Improvisation 3 you will not be able to take City Semester. The program can easily accommodate Concert Jazz and Improv 2. How will City Semester affect my math and language tracking? Will I be able to return at the same level? All City Semester students will continue their regular Math classes. Language is integrated into the Culture of the City course. Time is divided between skills work and placed-based explorations of immigrant culture. City Semester will offer Spanish, and, depending on student interest, French, and Chinese. Juniors will be able to return to their regular language track the following fall. How will City Semester affect my choice of science classes? Science is central to the academic core program. Your science elective choices will not be affected unless you seek to take a AT-level science course your



senior year and you are a junior in the corresponding intensive course. For example, if you are a junior in Intensive Physics and would like to take AT Physics in your senior year, you will be required to do some summer study. What about community service credit? Partnering with community activists and organizations is a central part of City Semester’s mission. Students will have ample opportunities to fulfill their Community Service requirement. How will I be graded? You will receive a letter grade and comment for each of the courses in the program. While most of the major assessments will be project-based, and the final assessment will be an interdisciplinary portfolio, work will include historical research, essay writing, creative writing, journaling, lab work, etc. Will I be with the same students all the time? You will have the opportunity to get to know 20-30 of your peers very well. The goal is to create a rewarding group experience, but much of your day will be spent in smaller groups in a variety of configurations based on your interests, arts choices, and language and math courses. How will City Semester affect my college process? We have spoken to many college admissions directors and the response has been very positive. Our contacts feel that the City Semester will provide a distinguishing narrative of your unique interests and willingness to think out side the box. How much will City Semester cost? There is no extra charge. You will need a full Metrocard and good walking shoes



Advising and Meetings Advisory Four teachers in the program will be advisors, making for small 6-7 student advisories. Advisors will help students with Arts course selection and placement in the language program.



Morning Coffee We meet four mornings a week for community meeting over coffee and danish. Morning coffee is our chance to catch up with each other, to reflect and to plan for the day. Morning Coffee is the time for anyone to make announcements, call for volunteers, ask advice or give a reading. It is also our time for students to meet with teachers or with each other.



Advisory will meet once a week for half an hour and address more personal concerns than those considered at Morning Coffee.



College Counseling The Fieldston College Office is a full participant in the City Semester program. You will be assigned a counselor and meet with your college counselor just as you would in the regular semester. College Office counselors will also be teaching in the program, giving them a unique insight into its value and the best way to tell your story as part of the college process. The office has spoken about City Semester with many college admissions directors and the response has been very positive- that the City Semester will provide a compelling narrative of your unique interests, intellectual adventurousness and willingness to think ‘outside the box.’ This program will be an asset to the college process for creative thinkers, making them stand out among other more conventional applicants



Core Faculty Andrew Meyers Andrew Meyers received his A.B. in architecture from Princeton University, M.A. in architectural and planning history from Yale, and M.Phil. in American urban history from Columbia. He has taught courses at Connecticut College, Yale, and Columbia. Mr. Meyers is a specialist in American urban and architectural history. Formerly chair of the History Department at the Fieldston School, where he has worked for 16 years, he is currently a history teacher and college counselor. He teaches the New York Experienced course at the Columbia Summer Program and was among the first tour leaders for Big Onion Walking Tours, New York City’s largest provider of historical walking tours. Nancy Banks Nancy Banks received her B.A. in History and Religious Studies from New York University, her M.A in political science from the New School for Social Research and her PhD in American history from Columbia University. Dr. Banks’ is a specialist in 20th-century American political and labor history. Her doctoral dissertation focused on the struggle over affirmative action in the New York City building and construction trades during the 1960s and 1970s. She has taught courses at the New School, Columbia University, and Barnard College and is currently the chair of the History Department at the Fieldston School. Vincent Drybala Vincent received his B.A. in English from Allegheny College and his M.F.A. in Creative Writing from Sarah Lawrence College." He has worked as an English teacher since 2008, and has developed curricula for all of his classes." He has been involved in establishing leadership groups and coaching sports, and has a particular fondness for Ultimate Frisbee. Lorenzo Krakowsky Lorenzo Krakowsky received a BA in History from Vassar College and an MSEd in Educational Leadership from Bank Street College of Education. "He was the founder and director of Summerbridge at Riverdale, an academic program for disadvantaged middle school student, and has taught Ethics, French, History and Spanish. " He is currently the Dean of



Students at Fieldston, where he has worked for 13 years. " At Fieldston, he has also served as Co-Chair of the Language Department and Director of Community Service. " He has organized a number of initiatives that focus on social and political activism. Maura Fufey Maciel Maura Furfey Maciel received her B.A. in Spanish and Anthropology from the University of Oregon." She has been teaching Spanish to Middle School and High School students for over ten years in places such as Eugene (OR), Miami, and currently in the Bronx at the Fieldston School." She has run High School Study Abroad programs to Guanajuato, México." She started walking tours of Spanish-speaking New York and is currently focused on the evolving cultural impacts of recently arrived immigrants in New York City. Clare Mottola Clare Mottola received her B.S. degree in Drama and English from Syracuse University, and her M.F.A. in directing from Indiana University. Her teaching experience includes Indiana University and Seattle Children's Theatre. Clare co-founded mtp! in 1998, an interdisciplinary arts organization; its work includes a world premiere production of John Berger's Once in Europa. mtp! has also hosted Brooklyn's inner city young artists for their Get Down, summer arts education program. Clare has been a member of the performing arts department at The Fieldston School since 1998 and is currently the department chair. Howard Waldman Howard Waldman received his BS in Environmental Biology from Yale University and his MS in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology from the University of Arizona. He has taught biology at Fieldston for 12 years, during which time he has served as class dean for eight years and most recently, as Fieldston's "Green Dean", working on school-wide issues of sustainability. He has developed curriculum for the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology and the NYC Parks Department, where he was an urban park ranger and ultimately, borough" director of the Queens Rangers.



History of City Semester- The Bronx Experience Founder Felix Adler, in his mission statement for the Ethical Culture School, stated that, The ideal of the school is to develop individuals who will be competent to change their environment to greater conformity with moral ideals. Wedded to this principle of reform were both the progressive call for “learning by doing” and a desire to connect education to the world. Inspired by this history, teachers at Fieldston have sought to create challenging courses that break across disciplinary boundaries to wrestle with universal questions, that put students in charge of their learning, and that step beyond the walls of the academy to address “real world” problems. Inspired by a New York City course from the 1960s, Kate Reynolds and Andrew Meyers created, in 1997, Inventing Gotham: the History and Literature of New York City, paired courses that met separately but shared the same group of students and student-led historical and literary walking tours. As the course evolved, Joe Kleinman, Nancy Banks and Jennifer Tammi brought public policy into the mix, reaching out to the Fieldston community for reformers and policymakers to contribute their expertise to the course. Mr. Meyers brought the course to the Columbia University Summer Program for High School Students, expanding the policy and fieldwork components, and inviting other Fieldston teachers to participate At Columbia, the value of having students immersed in the work for a full day, with the possibility of fieldwork that does not conflict with a traditional school schedule, became palpable. In 2008, Lorenzo Krakowsky and Nancy Banks introduced Beyond the Golden Door, an interdisciplinary course on immigration that brought the class off campus to engage contemporary political debates and hands-on encounters with immigrant culture. Bringing all of these threads together, and encouraged by the growing sophistication and popularity of place-based semester programs like the Mountain School, Island School, CityTerm and Maine Coast Semester, Nancy Banks, Maura Furfey, Lorenzo Krakowsky, Andrew Meyers, Clare Mottola, Shelby Stokes and Howard Waldman, with the support and aid of Principal John Love, created Settlement: The West Bronx Story in 2009. The success of that course led the group to propose integrating the experiences from the Gotham, Immigration, Columbia and Bronx courses into a full semester program for Fieldston Juniors and Seniors- City Semester: the Bronx Experience.



Community Partners and Guest Teachers We connect the students’ academic experience to the lived life of the city by inviting community organizers and policy experts to become teachers and collaborators. The goal is to introduce students to community advocacy and to the policymakers addressing the most pressing and interesting questions. Exploring the Bronx River with the advocacy group Bronx River Alliance, their education director, Damian Griffin, joins the teacher team, collaborating with students to design leadership and advocacy programs in which the students can help clean up the river and serve the communities along it. Studying affordable housing with Adam Weinstein, the CEO of the non-profit Phipps Houses, we meet residents in supportive housing, and work alongside them in their community garden. And to understand how the New York City Department of Transportation is trying to make NYC more sustainable, we hear from the planners at the NYDoT, learn about transit history, debate the efficacy of the transit programs in the city’s long range PlaNYC 2030, and then analyze the new bike lanes program by biking the system with the designers themselves. These are just a few examples, but below is a partial list of some of the invited community partners and guest teachers: • Sergio Bessa, Director of Programs, Bronx Museum of the Arts • Harry Bubbins, Director of Friends of Brook Park, a community-based environmental organization in the South Bronx, engaging youth and adults in organic gardening, Community Supported Agriculture and arts, advocating for environmental justice, waterfront access and green space development • Anne Frederick, Executive Director of the Hester Street Collaborative, a non-profit architectural and advocacy organization that works with residents and students in affordable housing developments, public spaces, and schools on participatory design-build projects • Damian Griffin, Education Director for the Bronx River Alliance, which works in partnerships to protect, improve and restore the Bronx River corridor so that it can be a healthy ecological, recreational, educational and economic resource for the communities through which the river flows. • Dr. Stephen A. Hammer. Dr. Hammer researches and supports energy policymaking efforts in cities, and teaches graduate seminars on urban energy systems and distributed energy technologies • Gail Nathan, Executive Director, Bronx River Art Center, a multi-arts, non-profit organization that provides a forum for community, artists, and youth to cultivate leadership in an urban environment and stewardship of the Bronx River • Nos Quedamos is a nonprofit community development corporation comprised of residents and members of the local business community from the South Bronx, committed to advancing ideas of healthy, sustainable growth, both for local communities and the larger society. • The Point is a Community Development Corporation dedicated to youth development and the cultural and economic revitalization of the Hunts Point section of the South Bronx, encouraging the arts, local enterprise, responsible ecology, and self-investment in the Hunts Point community. • Danya Sherman, Deputy Director of Programs & Education for Friends of the High Line, which works to build and maintain the public park on the High Line, to preserve the entire historic structure as an essential piece of New York’s industrial past • Sustainable South Bronx is a community organization dedicated to the implementation of sustainable environmental and economic development projects that are informed by the needs of the community and the values of environmental justice. • Josh Viertel, president of Slow Food USA, working to create a world in which all people can eat food that is good for them, good for the people who grow it and good for the planet • Adam Weinstein, CEO of Phipps Houses, a non-profit affordable housing developer that builds and manages affordable housing across the city • Andy Wiley-Schwartz, Asst. Commissioner for Public Space, Mike Flynn, Director, Capital Planning, and Ed Janoff, Senior Project Manager for Public Spaces at the New York City Department of Transportation, the team developing the successful, if controversial, new bike lane and bus rapid transit programs for NYC • Melissa Wright, Policy Advisor on Energy and Special Projects and Will Carry, Policy Advisor on Transportation, both from the!Mayor's Office of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability, working on Mayor Bloomberg’s PlaNYC 2030



Fieldwork Example: Hunts Point and Mott Haven- From Land to Mouth in Nature’s Metropolis



General Information How to apply Please use the application included in this brochure, or contact Andrew Meyers ([email protected]) or Lorenzo Krakowsky ([email protected]) for an application. Fill out the application and answer the questions on an attached sheet. Please also get recommendations from two teachers who have taught you within the last two years using the included Teacher Recommendation Form.Turn in the application and recommendations to Mr. Meyers or Mr. Krakowsky. Costs There are no significant costs beyond the Fieldston tuition. On days we are on campus we will eat in the cafeteria. On field days we will bring brown bag lunches, but you may want to bring money for lunch. On occasion, we will have lunch at a restaurant, pay admission at a museum or have the opportunity to go on a ride at Coney Island. You will need funds for this, but financial aid is available, just as it is on Fieldston trips. You will need a Metrocard for trips, comfortable shoes and appropriate clothing for our expeditions and field work. Who comes to City Semester- The Bronx Experience? The program is designed for 20-30 Fieldston Juniors and Seniors in their spring semester. You should be interested in learning more about the city, prepared for rigorous scholarship, willing to



take intellectual risks, eager to work beyond the classroom, open to new experiences and interested in transcending traditional disciplinary boundaries. Credits You will receive course credit for your work in the program, just as you would in other semester programs.You will receive a grade and comment in each course, an interim and a final semester grade. Juniors will be able to return at the same level in your math and language courses. Some Advanced Topics sciences may require some summer work between Junior and Senior year Contact info Nancy Banks! ! Tom Christensen! Vincent Drybala!! Nancy Fried! ! Lorenzo Krakowsky! John Love! ! Maura Furfey Maciel! Andrew!Meyers!! Clare Mottola! ! John Suggs! ! Mark Stracke! ! Howard Waldman!
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City Semester






Like other semester programs, City Semester offers a .... two days in the field (including a bus tour of affordable housing in which we will speak to residents and ... 
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